Version 7.1805
Date available on Pearson VUE Hosted Server: May 24, 2018
Potential date available for Remote Deployment Installations: June 15, 2018

Why is there a delay of releases for remote deployment installations?
There is usually a slight delay of releases for remote deployment installations while code is compiled and packaged into an installer
package.

This list is a summary of planned changes for the release and the final list of changes included may be different. Please check back aft
er the release date for the complete list of changes included.

Please be sure to review the Known Issues page to see a list of any continuing defects seen in the application HERE.

Release Updates
Pages

Users Affected

Description

When does this
happen?

Outcome

Type

QTI

Managers

Text size for
Enhanced Matching
items is rendering
too large in the test
driver

When exporting
Enhanced Matching
items in QTI
previously, often the
text within Enhanced
Matching (Drag and
Drop) tokens,
targets, labels
appeared too large.

When exporting
these items now it is
observed that the
text in the UI is
substantially closer
in size to the QTI
that is exported.

Fix

Homepage

Reviewers

Project order for
Reviewers

When reviewers
accessed the system
it was noticed that
the order of the
projects in the
reviewer tab had no
discernible order.
The previous
functionality was
alphabetical.

This has been
addressed to show
the projects in
alphabetical order.

Fix

Import Metadata

Managers

Importing a large
amount of items
causes a popup
display that isn't fully
visible

When previously
importing metadata
for a large group of
items the retain
statistics prompt
appeared but not all
data was visible on
the screen.

The window height
has been decreased
and a scroll bar has
now been introduced
to allow users to see
the all of the content.

Update

Modify Questions

Writers, Reviewers,
Managers

Sizing Enhanced
Matching Objects
may cause the
system to become
unresponsive

Resizing EM objects:
tokens, targets, and
labels to a smaller
dimension than the
size of the text would
lead to the system
becoming
unresponsive. Items
that were previously
saved with this
configuration could
not be opened or
viewed in the UI.
New items could not
be saved.

This has been
addressed to
eliminate this error.

Update

Assign Work to
Users

Managers

Review counts on
Assign work to users
page is incorrect

When reviewing
assignments for
users on the assign
work to users page it
was found that the
item counts were
inconsistent across
users with the same
assignment. When
users attempted to
complete the
assignment the
correct item count
was present; this
only affected the
assign work to users
page.

This issue has been
addressed so counts
are now accurate.

Fix

QTI

Managers

Point and click items
exporting without
max selection value

Prior to 1804 before
the min/max
property was
available at the item
level, point and click
items always
exported a max
value that was
exactly the number
of correct responses.
After implementation
of the min/max
setting this was
removed from the
system. Users need
to select max + # of
correct options for
this value to appear
in the QTI.

This change has
been reverted. Now
the max value will
match the number
correct when
exporting Point and
Click items.

Fix

